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Rotary sends help to Tonga
on International Rotary Day
Medway Sunlight Rotary Club has responded to
the ongoing help to those on the island of Tonga
affected by the devastating volcano eruption and
resulting tsunami.
An Emergency Response Kit (ERK) has been sent
containing over 60 essential items for a family including
2 tarpaulins, tools, cooking equipment and even fishing
tackle and a hunting knife. Clothing, a hygiene pack,
first aid supplies and water purification tablets are also
included as well as gumboots and a wind-up torch and
even the box can be used as a water container!
Rotary is one of the world’s leading membership and
humanitarian service organisations, with 1.2 million
members globally and was started on Feb 23rd 1905.
Members of Rotary volunteer their time to make a
difference in their local communities and around the world
through projects which support education, fight disease,
promote peace, provide clean water and much more.
Members of Medway Sunlight Rotary raise money
throughout the year to be able to act swiftly when help is
needed and were able to use their contacts in the Rotary
Club of Carterton in New Zealand to send this aid.

Bill Parkinson from Medway Sunlight Rotary Club said
“We are pleased that through our supporters in Medway
and the co-operation with international Rotary Clubs we
can be part of the humanitarian aid that has seen 596
ERKS sent to Tonga on the other side of the world to
help them deal with this disaster. “
For more information please contact: Bill Parkinson,
Medway Sunlight Rotary Club. Tel: 07813 334683 or
email bill@parkinson67.net
Note: Medway Sunlight Rotary Club is one of six Rotary
Clubs in the Medway Towns and 35,000 world-wide who
voluntarily combine their skills and resources to make a
real contribution to the lives of others.
Medway Sunlight Rotary normally meets for breakfast
every Thursday morning between 07:15 and 08:30 at the
St Mary’s Island Community Centre, Island Way West, St
Mary’s Island, Chatham, ME4 3EP. You can also join us
live on video link via Zoom.
See www.medwaysunlightrotary.org.uk for details
of all past and coming events.
The 2022 Rotary Charity Dragon Boat Challenge takes
place on Sunday 5th June 2022 – for details of how to
enter, email:
dragonboat@medwaysunlightrotary.org.uk.

The District Handover, Sunday 10th July
at Tenterden Railway Station
The District Handover will be on Sunday 10th July
at Tenterden Railway Station.
We will be catching the 1.15 steam train from
Tenterden to Bodiam. There will be a ploughman’s
lunch on the train. The cost is £26.50 including the
ploughman’s. This is the first ‘proper’ handover we
have had for 2 years so hopefully this will be a
great day.
I recently sent an email to all members asking them to
respond if they are interested. This is just to get an idea
of numbers. At this stage we are also looking at the
possibility of using a hall near to the Railway Station in
case of rain!! Details will follow as will a booking form.
For the moment please put the date in your diary and
let me know if you are interested.
DGE Paul Frostick
paulfrostickrotary@gmail.com

Chris sets up
appeal to help
those affected by
the war
District Governor Chris Brenchley and his
dedicated team have set up a fund to help those
affected by the war in Ukraine.
Chris said: “The terrible atrocities seen in Ukraine
have affected us all, and I personally wanted to do
something to help, just like so many of us Rotarians.
“The Fund was set up within a few days, and the first
£15,000 has already been sent out to help those
who need it.
“We can guarantee that the money will be received
within 48 hours of us sending it to the affected
areas.
“The money is going to people on the Poland
border, those in such terrible need.
“Rotary does some amazing work throughout the
world, and Rotarians everywhere are now stepping

up to help where we can.
“The response from clubs in Kent and East Sussex
has been amazing, and I want to thank them all.
“Our committee is meeting weekly and the money
will be spent on providing essentials for those who
need it.”
For more details, email Chris at Christopher.
brenchley@sky.com

Founder Member of Earlscliffe Interact
Club in Folkestone inspires formation of
new Rotaract Club in Bristol

Excited founder members of Bristol Interact Club at their charter event.

Folkestone Channel Rotary Club is very pleased
to announce that a new Rotaract Club has been
established in Bristol.
Rotaract clubs are set up under the auspices of Rotary
and bring together people aged 18-30 to exchange
ideas with leaders in the community, develop leadership
and professional skills, and have fun through service. In
communities worldwide. Rotary and Rotaract members
work side by side to take action through service. Today
there are 11,000 Rotaract clubs with over 200,000
members in 189 countries.
The connection is Nicoleta Suruceanu who, in 2021,
was a founder member and Treasurer of the Interact
Club at Earlscliffe Sixth Form College in Folkestone,
set up with the help of Channel Rotary for youngsters
up to age 18. Nicoleta is now a student at Bristol
University and was so impressed by her Interact
experience that she set out to establish a Rotaract
Club there.

In Nicoleta’s own words: “I have moved from being
a founder board member of Earlscliffe Interact in
Folkestone to being a founder board member of the
Rotaract Club Of Bristol on 30 November 2021. I am
incredibly proud to be Treasurer of the only, newly
charted Rotaract club in Bristol and the surrounding
district. In my first few weeks at Bristol University, I
started to miss the tight sense of community we had at
Earlscliffe Interact. Thankfully, the Rotary Club of Bristol
put me in contact with like-minded young adults.
A couple of months later, we were already attending our
charter ceremony, growing in members and working on
future projects. I am so excited by what is to come. The
major benefits of being a Bristol based club include the
endless opportunities for collaboration with other Clubs
and projects in the local community and internationally”.
For further information: David Rolls 07774 962409
f.rolls@sky.com

To advertise in the May issue of the magazine, email petelindsey30@hotmail.com

Welsh Voices in Concert for Rotary
The Canterbury Forest of Blean Rotary Club brings
The London Welsh Male Voice Choir to Canterbury
The Rotary club welcomed the choir to the Great Hall
at Kent College Canterbury for a charity concert. The
concert raised funds for Pilgrims Hospice Canterbury
providing end of life care and Canterbury Umbrella
offering a community hub with social and mental
health support. Both charities have been severely
impacted by Covid-19, with traditional fundraising
curtailed, while demand for their services has increased.
The choir was under its musical director Dr. EdwardRhys Harry with accompanist Annabel Thwaite and
joined by talented Kent College students as soloists
Olivia Aylwin, Eleanor Buchanan and Eliot Mead.
The hall echoed to the sound of the wonderful choir
in full voice as concert goers enjoyed a rousing
rendition of The March of the Men of Harlech and
many other favourites.
Club President David Milham said “Following the
restrictions imposed by Covid-19, it is a privilege for
the Canterbury Forest of Blean Rotary Club to be able
to host this concert and our thanks go to the many
people involved in its planning and organisation. These
include members of the choir and its musical director

President David Milham thanks everyone

Edward-Rhys Harry, the governors and headmaster of
Kent College Mark Turnbull for the use of college’s
Great Hall and the head of music Julian Ross for
providing the soloists. The club is very grateful to
the event’s sponsors Pharon, Independent Financial
Advisers, and Lexus Canterbury. In conclusion thanks
are due also to our own Rotary club’s members Les
Leslie, who is also a member of the choir, and David
Watts, who both worked tirelessly to make the event
a success”.

The choir in full voice

Deadline for the May edition is April 18 - email petelindsey30@hotmail.com

Caroline Howden’s Job Talk
While volunteering at the Dover Vaccination
Centre, Caroline found out about Rotary from
Robin and Andrew and with their encouragement
decided to join the Rotary Club of South Foreland.
At a zoom meeting of the club on 19th January she
gave a lively and enthusiastic job talk.
Caroline’s career has largely been in public and
private health care, the last few years as a freelance
consultant. She began her current job as a manager of
the vaccination programme for the Hampshire and Isle
of Wight Regional Health Authority on October 12th
2021, the day she was interviewed. She found that
her experience of being a Volunteer Marshal was useful
for her role in this the largest and most complicated
healthcare programme undertaken nationally.
Working from home, she has overseen the delivery of
first, second and booster vaccines to different cohorts,
including pregnant women and housebound people.
This involves planning the tasks needed to administer
the vaccines to the required timelines. When the
Government makes changes at short notice there is no
time to plan, and immediate action has to be taken.
An example was the speed up of the mainstream
booster programme due to be completed by 31st
January 2022 then changed to be completed by 31st
December 2021. To achieve this a million people
needed to be vaccinated each day in the last two weeks
of December. Sometimes the Government announces
changes for individual groups and a plan has to be
drawn up to implement that change, such as the roll
out of first vaccines to 16 and 17 year olds.

information on the vaccination database and has to collect
and add current data from the frontline. GPs and other
healthcare workers just want to get on with the job of
vaccinating, so part of Caroline’s job is to approach them
for information on the state of vaccination in their centres,
as monitoring the vaccination programme is important.
Being nice to people and building good relationships with
clinicians so that they will work with her is therefore the
best approach. This aspect of Caroline’s job exemplifies
how problem solving with different authorities, clinicians
and carers is vital as problems are always arising.
While the vaccination programme has been a great success
and the majority of the population has been vaccinated, it
becomes increasingly difficult to vaccinate the minority and
there are still people who are vaccinated but have not had
their booster.
In Caroline’s region of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight
there have been GP led vaccination centres, mass
vaccination centres and local centres. Now the task
is to get the last 20% of people needing booster jabs
vaccinated as well as others who have had no vaccination.
The approach has therefore changed to taking vaccines
to the people. A roving bus for vaccinations can be sent
where needed, such as to care homes. Temporary centres
are set up in local buildings such as village halls, or driver
through centres are set up in car parks. This last 20% is
difficult to reach and 80% effort is needed for this while
20% effort was needed to vaccinate the 80%.
Now that the Government has ruled that vaccine passports
are no longer needed for travel or to enter nightclubs and

Turning to vaccine hesitancy, Caroline said that this
was sometimes caused by conflicting advice, such as
pregnant women being told during the first seven
months of the pandemic that it was not safe for
them to have the vaccine and then the advice being
changed to encourage vaccination before childbirth.
This uncertainty made some people lose confidence in
vaccination. Part of Caroline’s role was to ensure that
GPs and Midwives were given the latest guidance based
on medical data.
Another group where specific plans had to be produced
in order to ensure that they could be vaccinated at
home were the housebound. Because Primary Care
services did not have the capacity to vaccinate all the
housebound, Caroline was involved in setting up the
plan to cover this gap. With hard work and detailed
planning 90% of the housebound have now been
vaccinated in the region.
Caroline’s role involves not just implementing the
vaccination programme but reporting on the huge
volume of activity that goes on. She can access all the

other venues, then many under 30s will not come forward
for vaccination, which is not helpful as far as increasing the
number of people vaccinated is concerned.

While there should be vaccine equality with everyone
able to access vaccination there are some groups
which are harder to reach such as the homeless,
or those living in deprived or isolated areas. There
are also those, many of them young, who believe
anti vaccination claims on social media, such as that
vaccination causes infertility.
The focus of the next few months will be attempting
to reach these groups in different ways and in different
localities.
At some point there may be another variant. Perhaps
there will be an annual jab or more boosters. Will
children who are under 11 and not vulnerable be
vaccinated? We just don’t know yet, but we know that
when the Government moves the goalposts we will
have to respond quickly.
Caroline’s current job is the hardest she has had but the
most rewarding. The hours are long, she is constantly
thinking of what she could have done better, and it
can be stressful because of the speed needed to get

everything in place. However, she wanted a job in
operational programme management rather than
dealing with policy. Not only has she seen the positive
benefit of vaccination on people’s health, but she has
worked with many inspiring people.
She thanked Rotary for her experience of volunteering
which, together with what she learnt from Doctor
Julian, gave her the confidence to do her current job.
In his vote of thanks, Stuart summed up Caroline’s
skills and qualities. A good manager, she is able to
communicate effectively with others using IT skills to
coordinate, implement and report on the vaccination
programme for Hampshire and the Isle of Wight and to
solve problems that frequently arise.
Her dedication to, and enthusiasm for, her job as well
as her ability to build good relationships with others,
came across in her talk.
Rotary was useful to her and she is an asset to our club.

The Rotary Club of Edenbridge and Westerham
Isn’t it good to be planning live events again?
We have sold all the tables for a Quiz Night in
April and now our thoughts are turning to a
Strawberry Tea for Seniors in June. This has gone
down well over the years, and we hope again to
attract around 100 Seniors for an afternoon of
companionship and fun.
The entertainment has varied from year to year.
One year we booked the Brick Lane Music Hall - an
enormous success! They sent us four top-notch
entertainers including John Styles (pictured) who had
our guests – and our members - in fits.
This year we intend to revert to a little Rock and Roll,
courtesy of Chicory Tip. They have always gone down
tremendously well with our Seniors, who now seem to
prefer hits from the Swinging Sixties to singing wartime
favourites around the piano.
We should mention the tremendous support that we
get for the event from our local branch of
Waitrose. Not only do they give us good prices
for the strawberries and cream etc., they also
send along two or
three of their
staff to help out
on the day.

Folkestone town Mayor’s
community award
given to local Rotary
vaccination team
Folkestone Channel Rotary is pleased to announce
that the local Rotary vaccination leadership team
was one of several people presented with a
Town Mayor’s Community Award by Town Mayor
Michelle Keutenius at the Town Hall on 31st March.

Sullivan, on behalf of Rotary and volunteers was
presented to HRH Princess Ann at Dover Castle and
by two awards of ‘Heroes of the Week’ by BBC Radio
Kent; but the real prize was the quiet satisfaction of
a job well done by so many people.
Both Rotary Clubs say a heartfelt thank you to all
our volunteers and to all our colleagues in the NHS
and other support services who worked so hard
together to make the vaccination programme
such a success. We hope this sets a direction for
the future where more local people will enjoy
the benefits and satisfaction of helping in our
community, whether with Rotary or with the many
other local charity and voluntary organisations.

Folkestone Town Mayor Michelle Keutenius (right) Presents Her
Award To The Rotary Team Joe Sullivan, Bill Flavell and Derek
Harris (absent Terry Cooke-Davies Folkestone Rotary Club).

This award is the Town Mayor’s way of showing
appreciation to members of the community who
have done something particularly noteworthy in
Folkestone within their year in office, whether that
be something that benefits their local community
or the whole of the Town. The Rotary award was
for a combined effort by the two Rotary Clubs in
Folkestone to provide all the volunteer marshals
essential for the Covid vaccination programme.
Led by Joe Sullivan from the Channel Club with Bill
Flavell and Derek Harris (also Channel) and Terry
Cooke-Davies (Folkestone Club), they designed the
booking system and installed it on the Channel
Rotary website and then resourced the first group
of volunteer marshals for the two Folkestone
vaccination centres in only 4 days. Ultimately, 700
marshals were needed to support the 250,000
vaccinations carried out by NHS staff.
The vaccination programme was an amazing effort
by everyone and shows what can be achieved when
the NHS, Rotary Clubs and the local community
work together so closely in a common cause. In
the early days the volunteers and NHS worked
through snowstorms, bitter cold and driving winds
– particularly those in the exposed Civic Centre
carpark – without a single complaint and always a
smile and a welcoming word for the next customer.
This sustained effort was recognised when Joe

ROTARIANS from the three Eastbourne clubs joined together for
a street collection in aid of Ukraine. An impressive £2603 was
raised. The money was collected at Eastbourne train station,
The Beacon and Langney Shopping Centres, and Waitrose.
Editor’s note: If your club has been fundraising for Ukraine,
we would love to feature you in May - email petelindsey30@
hotmail.com

ROTARIANS from the Sovereign Harbour Club spent the
weekend collecting for Ukraine at The Waterfront.
The weekend collection was highly successful and raised
£1718.73 plus Gift Aid of £429.68. A total of £2148.41.
This money will go directly to the Rotary Club of Lublin
Centrum quite close to the border with Ukraine, where it can
be used immediately to help those crossing into Poland.

Back on the road again!
‘On your Bike’ is back on the road again in North
Kent after two years absence.
Said to be the best organised charity cycle ride in the
South East, the event will be underway on Sunday
22 May, with entries expected from hundreds of riders.
Stewardship of the ride is now with Gravesham with
Ebbsfleet Rotary and their team has been carefully
rebuilding the links that have welcomed thousands
of entrants and raised over half a million pounds for
charities across the 34 years of the ride.
President Mark Underwood said all the previous
planning has had to be reworked.
“Everything has changed and only now that essential
people such as first aiders and radio volunteers have
been freed up can we get going again. Riders now
expect online entry and contactless donation as we
usually register over 400 of them in less than an hour
on the day.”
Starting from and returning to the Riverside Leisure
Area beside the River Thames in Gravesend, the
event has 15, 30 and 45 mile routes that appeal to all
cyclists. There are refreshment checkpoints and support
vehicles. The Rotary team is there early morning to
welcome the riders for an 8.45am start and then are on
standby for the rest of the day as they return to receive
a special slate coaster each as thanks for supporting the
charity ride.

Main beneficiary of On Your Bike 2022 is Alzheimer’s
and Dementia Support Services who have responded to
a huge increase in support calls and having to change
the ways of providing many of their services because of
covid. Also other Rotary supported charities will benefit.
To join in On Your Bike go to www.onyourbike.org.uk
where you will find all the details from Gravesham with
Ebbsfleet Rotary and online entry.

A fundraising opportunity for your club
Back in April 2019, John Lawson’s Travelling
Circus paid a visit to New Romney and allowed
the Rotary Club of Romney Marsh to take an exit
collection to help the 3 million or more people
who lost so much when Cyclone Idai hit Southern
Africa. The troupe went on to make the same
offer to other Rotary clubs throughout the land
wherever they were touring and so helped many
other clubs support both the cyclone appeal and
other local good causes.
The circus has its winter quarters in our district and in
recognition of their generosity, we at Romney Marsh
were delighted to make the owner, John Lawson, a
‘Friend’ of our club. We had made the offer in early
2020 but then of course Covid hit us and so we
were not able to present him with his certificate until
November last year (as reported in the February issue
of this magazine). Since then John has
helped us out with our Santa Sleigh
Runs and offered support in other
ways too.
John has contacted us and said “Our
multi award winning Circus is on
tour once again with an all new
production for 2022. Our show
would love to hear from Rotary
Clubs local to our venues if they
would like to hold bucket collections
at the end of our performances.
Please call 07855 421894 or email
johnlawsonscircus@hotmail.co.uk
for more details.”
Their website
https://johnlawsonscircus.co.uk/
provides more information if needed
along with details of a new initiative
to help with raising funds for local
schools, nurseries and playgroups
by offering a percentage donation
on any tickets sold by them and the
possibility of a promotional visit to
enthuse the children and perhaps
offer a free workshop.
Unfortunately, New Romney isn’t
on the itinerary for this season but
we hope that other clubs in our
district and nationwide will be able
to benefit from the opportunity
provided.

2022 Technology Tournament Winners
Spearheaded by Strood, the Medway Rotary Clubs
organised and ran the 2022 Rotary Technology
Tournament at the fantastic Royal Engineers
Museum in Gillingham.
Small teams of students had to use their technical
and physics knowledge to design and build a weight
powered vehicle to travel up a slope and under a bridge.
The event was generously supported by the Rochester
Bridge Trust, BAE Systems and the Museum. From 10:00
in the morning 10 teams designed, built and tested their
vehicles ready for the final scrutinized run after lunch.
Varying degrees of success were achieved, but all got
the vehicles moving, even a team of teachers, and the
three winning teams were from Northfleet School for
girls, The Leigh UTC and Westlands Secondary School.

P..P.. Pick up
a Penguin
Together with our contact club Blouberg in South
Africa, Strood has adopted a couple of South
African penguins. Meet Stroodles.
Cute or what! They used to be called Jack Ass
Penguins, but apparently you can’t call them that any
more! Stroodles has a condition called stubbed flipper,
which if you have ever accidently kicked a step, you
will be familiar with, which might make life difficult in
the wild, so the sanctuary is looking after her instead.
We got a great BOGOF deal with Stroodles and took
on her mate Norbert too!

This is a most rewarding event to stage, and we
encourage other clusters of clubs in the district to run
the competition next year.

Rotary Club ‘Maps’ Route to Debt Relief
How Folkestone Rotary Club pioneered a way
for charities to work together and help those
struggling with unmanageable debt.
In 2012, when this story began, one in four of all UK
households had more debt than their total money and
assets put together . As a result, many of those in the
lowest income bracket suffered from hopelessness and
a welter of personal problems from poor mental health
to homelessness, addiction, and poor diet . Folkestone
had more than its share of these issues. More than half
the districts in Eastern Folkestone were amongst the top
20% of most deprived areas in the country.
In that same year, it was also Folkestone Rotary Club’s
turn to host the annual weekend get-together of the
four Clubs making up the “Quadrangulaire”: Cologne,
Folkestone, Liège, and Lille. Traditionally, the host
Club undertakes an international development project
on behalf of the Quadrangulaire, drawing on grants
from Rotary International and elsewhere. On a visit to
the war rooms at Dover Castle (possibly not the most
diplomatic choice of venue), members of the Cologne
Club suggested to Folkestone’s President, Frank Sturrock,
that perhaps Cologne could use their leadership in 2015
to tackle the deprivation in Eastern Folkestone.
The following year, members of all four Clubs agreed to
the proposal, and Rotary International encouraged it.
A presentation from Jon Wilson, CEO of the Folkestone
Rainbow Centre, suggested the Club focused on
alleviating debt, and pairs of Rotarians set out to assess
the reaction of local charities and agencies working
in the field of deprivation. Without exception, the
feedback was encouraging, with strong support for the
idea. Sue Day, CEO of Citizens Advice in Folkestone,
expressed a willingness to help find a way of making the
project happen.

followed by a slide back into debt. And sustainable
changes were likely to involve many kinds of help, each
provided by different charities or agencies. Participants
developed the idea of a Debt Crisis Hub (DCH), run by
one charity on behalf of all.
Dan Keeling, an experienced project manager and
member of the Folkestone Rotary Club, took on the
project’s management and gradually pieced together
a project plan – the first of many maps to guide
the project’s tortuous progress. Since funding for a
permanent physical DCH was likely to be beyond the
reach of the project, the idea of an App was born
to integrate the advice of many sources on a client’s
smartphone and incorporate best practices from
behavioural economics by ‘nudging’ the client to do the
right thing.

One of the outputs from the design workshop. This sketch
encapsulated the eventual shape of the service.

Each charity or agency involved had its ideas for
resolving the resourcing dilemma, so Terry Cooke Davies,
an experienced facilitator and Rotarian, gathered
representatives from each for a ‘design thinking’
workshop that produced more than a dozen schematic
solutions. Sue Day isolated the elements common to all
designs, and the team invited supporters to offer whatever
resources they could to make the concept a reality. To
their dismay, while continuing to express its support, every
organization explained why it could not offer people,
money, or premises to help make the idea a reality.

Quadrangulaire at Dover: October 2012

At a workshop in September 2014, supporters of the
idea from eight local organizations explored how many
different needs reinforced each other to keep some
people trapped in the web of unmanageable debt.
As Sue Day pointed out, once a client had cleared a
particular debt, that was rarely the end of the story.
Unless sustainable changes took place, relief would be

Helping Hand service design

The project urgently needed a new map.
Meanwhile, Folkestone and Hythe District Council
prepared a strategy to improve social and economic
cohesion in Folkestone , including a grant of £2.5 million
from the European Union. The strategy document, under
the heading “Promoting Financial Wellbeing”, states that
“local charities have indicated that the number of people
and families in need that could be effectively helped to
reduce indebtedness could be significantly increased if
a “Debt Crisis Hub” (DCH) is established in Folkestone.
The DCH would direct families in need to the most
appropriate services… The Rotary Club is working to
secure funding to establish a “Debt Crisis Hub”, which
could be supported through the CLLD Programme.”
The Club held a council of war with Dan, Terry and three
Club officers and decided to scrap the idea of a physical
space and app. Instead, they favoured one of the other
ideas from the design workshop – a ‘virtual’ centre. A
volunteer mentor would work alongside a professional
money advisor to support the client in gaining the
help they needed from whichever charity or agency
offered it. The project name was changed from DCH to
‘Helping Hand’, reflecting the changed emphasis. Dan
approached the Shepway Volunteer Bureau to develop a
training and management programme for the volunteer
mentors. From Kent County Council, Ivan Rudd helped
the team identify unique aspects of the proposed service.
Terry attended a ‘Theory of Change’ seminar so that the
team could spell out precisely how each part of the new
service would help clients make sustainable changes in
their lives.

clarify the messaging and prepare the various documents
required to recruit mentors and publicize the service.

MMF launches at the Folkestone Foodbank, 7 June 2019. L
to R Terry Cooke-Davies, Dave Roseveare, Paul Wainwright
(Money Adviser)

They immediately encountered yet another roadblock –
the name ‘Helping Hands’ was being used prominently
by a local home care agency! A brainstorming session
resulted in a further change of name to “Money Matters,
Folkestone” (MMF), with the strapline “Supporting
you out of debt and into work”. The service opened
to clients in June 2019, and in its first twelve months,
assisted 19 clients with total debts of £195k debt to
alleviate £126k of it.
Ironically, the EU grant, which had played such a
significant role in facilitating the service’s launch, was
never taken up by MMF. The administrative burden
associated with preparing and submitting claims proved
to be more expensive than the value of the grant. MMF
also found that many of its clients were beneficiaries of
the local Foodbank. So, when internal changes made
it difficult for KCV to continue employing a dedicated
volunteer coordinator, it made perfect sense for the
Folkestone Rainbow Centre, which operates the Shepway
Foodbank, to replace KCV in the partnership, and then
take on the leadership in 2021.

The project kick-off meeting. L to R Dan Keeling, Dave
Roseveare, Janet Johnson (KCV), Kerry Smith (KCV), Sue
Day (CA), Ivan Rudd (KCC). Also present, Terry Cooke-Davies
(taking photograph)

The team now had new maps of both the project
and the service it would establish. With support from
both District and County Councils, the team launched
successful bids for external grants to supplement
Rotary’s funds. The Town Council, Kent County Council,
Kent Communities Foundation, the People’s Postcode
Trust, and the Roger de Haan Charitable Foundation
all responded with offers. Rotary Past President Dave
Roseveare agreed to become Project Director. When the
District Council’s EU grant came through (despite Brexit)
and offered £50,000 to the project, implementation
could finally commence with a kick-off meeting held on
2 October 2018.
The new service was directed by a three-way partnership
between the Folkestone Rotary Club, Citizens Advice
(CA), and Kent Coast Volunteering (KCV). Two dedicated
part-time employees delivered the service; a money
adviser employed by CA and a volunteer coordinator
employed by KCV. Drive Marketing was engaged to

Community Day for Folkestone Community Works projects,
30th October 2019. L to R Paul Wainwright, Katy Murray
(Volunteer Coordinator), Heather-Gail de Souza (Volunteer
Mentor), Dave Roseveare.

By early 2022, less than three years after admitting
the first client to the service, professionally prepared
money advice plans (or MAPs) and support from
trained volunteers are being provided each year to
fifty of those in need of help and advice. And now,
with stability and sustainability achieved, the Rotary
Club has also withdrawn from the partnership. But
not before discovering its map of how to help charities
work together to tackle the challenge of unmanageable
household debt.
Terry Cooke-Davies
Rotary Club of Folkestone

A First for District
1120 - Joining
the DOTS
On February 26th District 1120 together with
District 11456 (Surrey and West Sussex) joined for
the first ever joint District Officer Training Seminar
(DOTS) in Rotary Great Britain and Ireland.
A fantastic day was had at the Tudor Park Hotel near
Maidstone where the two District Governors Elect,
Paul Frostick and Roger Stent, shared their experience
and news from the recently held International Assembly
led by our first lady global president, Jennifer Jones.
50 officers from the two districts joined in round table
discussions and strategy planning for the year.

Volunteer EXPO May 6th-7th 2022

A Rotary facilitated event live at the NEC for all
charities, volunteer organisations and volunteers.
If you are looking for volunteering opportunities,
looking for volunteers or looking for project ideas then
Volunteer EXPO 2022 is for you.
Rotary GBI are hosting this live event at the NEC on
the 6th and 7th of May and with the Rotary Action
Summit on the 8th. Rotary will be there in a big way,
seeking new members and new opportunities to serve.
Celebrations will take place on the Saturday evening for
the Young Citizens awards and the Rotary Champions
of Change and Foundation will be forefront on the
Friday evening. There are thousands of rooms available
for staying at right at the NEC, or in Birmingham centre
just 10 minutes away on the train.
And the best thing of all, is that this event is free of
charge. However, you will need to register to get your
ticket, so to find out more about the great keynote
speakers, workshops, exhibition, and to register for
your free tickets, go to https://www.rotarygbi.org/
events/volunteer-expo/

This initiative is part of the new cluster model for
district cooperation across GB&I and in addition to this,
we have seen 4 multi district Presidents Elect Training
(PETS) events involving 15 districts and some 900
Presidents Elect.
Your district team is now preparing to deliver the final
two events for preparing clubs and Rotarians for the
next Rotary year.
Presidents Elect Training – Monday 4th April – 18:30
on Zoom.
District Assembly – Saturday 30th April - 09:30am
venue to be confirmed, but possibly virtual.
Denis Spiller
District Training Officer

Strood Quiz Night
for Ukraine The Results are in.
10 Teams competed for the Denis Elvy trophy at
the Strood Quiz Night on the 12th March. After
9 challenging rounds, Rochester Rotary proved
victorious by the narrowest of margins, but they
will now need to defend their honour next year.
On the night, President Hazel announced that all
proceeds will be going to the Rotary appeal for Ukraine
support and this will mean that £550 will soon be on
its way. Rochester get to hold the trophy for the year
and received £100 towards a charity of their choice.
Thanks everyone.

The snowball effect: small things
CAN lead to big outcomes
This is especially if you’re a Rotarian, as one of the
members of the Rotary Club of Canterbury has
found out.
At the height of the Covid-19 pandemic a Rotarian
from Canterbury was, one evening, scrolling through
her Facebook account. Her eyes were drawn to a
picture of two women from Bangladesh lying on a
hard tiled floor. The caption described a mother and
daughter lying on the floor at the entrance to a cancer
hospital, the daughter unable to get cancer treatment
until she had a Covid-19 test. The picture accompanied
an appeal on behalf of the Rotary Club of Dhaka, in
Bangladesh, to help them fund the setting up of an
RT-PCR Covid-19 testing lab at the National Cancer
Hospital (NICRH) there. Patients needed a negative
Covid-19 test before starting cancer treatment – but
at the time the patients, some extremely poor, without
transport and from outside Dhaka, had to travel to
other hospitals to get the test done and get their test
results – a process that could take days.
The Rotarian was determined to raise £500 from
friends and family for the cause - but she also took the
matter to the Club’s International Committee, which
had supported the Rotary Club of Dhaka before. Soon,
the Committee had agreed to support the project for
another £1,000, and a successful application for District
Designated Funds from RI District 1120 (South East)

led to matched funding. With this funding Canterbury
joined with others as an international partner on the
Global Grant application for the project, estimated to
cost around 6.4 million taka (around £57,000 at today’s
rate). This would be the only facility of its type in the
public sector in the entire country and, importantly,
would have longevity beyond Covid.
Since then the Global Grant application was successful,
the lab has been constructed (and inaugurated by the
Planning Minister for Bangladesh), equipment bought
and installed, staff trained and testing started. The
Global Grant has now been completed and literally
thousands of patients have benefitted from it already.
Although the pandemic situation has significantly
improved recently, the project will continue to operate
at full capacity as a negative Covid-19 test is still
mandatory for all patients undergoing cancer
treatment at NICRH. The project, however, will also
undertake molecular testing of cancer, especially for
cervical cancer.
Not only is the project a testament to the efforts of
all the clubs involved and the value of being part of
an international organisation, but it shows how one
Rotarian and a relatively small contribution from one
club can, thanks to Rotary, be part of an international
effort and help make a big, life-saving, difference.

The initial picture that got the ball rolling. The caption reads “Cancer patient Amena Begum, 35...and her mother lie on the floor near
the entrance to National Institute of Cancer Research and Hospital.....After reaching Tangali’s [sic] Elenga on June 8, she [the mother]
managed to give a sample for Covid-19 test four days later. She is yet to get the result, which is required for her cancer treatment.
They have been staying on the hospital floor unable to afford accommodation”. Picture credit: Anisur Rahman/Daily Star (Bangladesh).

Canterbury Clubs Unite in
support for Ukraine
The three Rotary Clubs of Canterbury (Canterbury,
Canterbury Sunrise and Forest of Blean) have
united in their fundraising efforts to support
the Disasters Emergency Committee’s Ukraine
Humanitarian Appeal*.
The fundraising campaign – which is still ongoing –
consisted of three arms. First, a street collection in
Canterbury, speedily arranged with the support of
Canterbury City Council and Whitefriars Shopping
Centre, saw around 45 Rotarians and their spouses
collecting from the public. Knowing that many people
no longer carry cash, the Clubs worked together to
share contactless payment facilities.
The street collection was very successful and raised
around £3,500. PP of Canterbury and Chair of its
international Committee, Viv Pritchard, who made all
the arrangements and worked together with the other
clubs, said “I think it was a great effort by everybody.
I had to make two trips to the bank because of the
weight of the coins! We were also delighted that one
friend of a Rotarian made a very generous donation on
the spot, while one of the food vendors at Whitefriars
gave me a pile of his loose coins - which amounted to
over £50!” He added “during the day I spoke to quite
a few Ukrainians who expressed their deep thanks for
our efforts to help.”
The second arm of fundraising came from the Clubs
and their members digging into their own pockets,
with some individuals donating as much as £250
towards the cause. The Rotary Club of Canterbury
Sunrise donated £1500 – their members being keen
to allocate a good proportion of the ‘discretionary’
proceeds from the Santa street collections held in the
run up to Christmas. “Clearly, this is an international
disaster needing immediate help – at times like these,
it is good to know we can rely on our Rotary colleagues
to step up and help others in their time of need,” said
Jarle Tatt, President of Canterbury Sunrise. A recent
speaker was also pleased to support the campaign with
a generous donation.
The third arm of fundraising, an online public
campaign, is still ongoing. This allows members of the
public to support the campaign from the comfort of
their own homes as it allows them to pay by PayPal,
card or by online banking. This has been promoted
on social media via the clubs with the hashtags
including #ShowUcare4Ukraine, #United4Ukraine and
#ShowCanterburyCares. If you would like to donate,
or want to see details of the appeal, visit: https://www.
rotarycanterbury.org.uk/rotary-club/ukraineappeal.html
or the Rotary Club of Canterbury’s homepage: https://
www.rotarycanterbury.org.uk

The campaign has been the biggest of the year and
in total the Canterbury Clubs anticipate being able to
send the DEC appeal around £7,000. “This magnificent
sum shows how at times like this our clubs can work
together to leverage the public’s generous support,”
said Stephen Thompson, President of the Rotary Club
of Canterbury. President of Forest of Blean, David
Milham, added: “by combining our volunteers we were
able to cover the whole of the City centre, providing
excellent visibility for the campaign”. Uniting in this
way is, perhaps, something that other clubs might like
to do too.
*The initial decision to support the DEC was made
because at the time the UK Government was offering
to matchfund up to £20 million. This amount was
reached very early on in the campaign, a testament to
support for it from the British public.

Two Rotary-vest wearing Rotarians stand beside the special street
sign. Picture credit: Rotary Club of the Isle of Thanet Sunrise.

An enthusiastic husband and wife pair join the fundraising
effort. Picture credit: Viv Pritchard/Rotary Club of Canterbury.

Screen shot of the Club’s Ukraine appeal page. Picture credit:
Rotary Club of Canterbury.

Nothing stops one Rotarian from helping with
the collection. One of the Rotarians takes “a rest”
after 2 hours on her feet. Picture credit:
Viv Pritchard/Rotary Club of Canterbury.

Just some of the 45 or so collectors on the day. Picture credit: Viv Pritchard/Rotary Club of Canterbury.

A flag flies over
Canterbury’s
Westgate
Towers, showing
Canterbury’s support
for Ukraine. Picture
credit: Viv Pritchard/
Rotary Club of
Canterbury.

Satellite in Orpington
THE ROTARY SATELLITE IN ORPINGTON

CHARITY FUNDRAISING
DINNER
THURSDAY APRIL 28TH 2022
INVITATION
To join Satellite in Orpington for a three-course dinner
AT
BR6 Bakehouse
The Walnuts Orpington BR6 0TE
6.15pm for 6.45pm
£25.00
(Dietary requirements)
To Raise funds for the Saxon Day Centre, Age Concern in Orpington
With their new projects – Men’s Shed & Ladies’ Lounge
(Community spaces where they can connect, create & converse)
Book your place:
OrpingtonSatellite@rotarysoutheast.org
Places are limited to 60 people
You will receive a confirmation e-mail with the address to send your payment
to once your booking has been received and confirmed.

Congratulations! Jim Belton
In early March 2022, the Rotary Club of Bexley
enjoyed a rare Fellowship event: a lunch to
celebrate the 102nd Birthday of Rotarian Jim
Belton PHF (with Sapphire) at premier Italian
restaurant Ferrari’s in Bexley Village
President David Brenchley-King raised the toast to
Jim, who was twice president: in 1983/84; and in his
eighties in 2002/2003. After a decade as a Rotarian in
Deptford, he joined the club in 1976 on his transfer as
bank manager to Welling. A highly active member, Jim
brought his organisation skills to bear on club ventures
and soon became a reliable source of advice on how to
get things done, properly! The club’s weekly meetings
have regularly been enlivened by his repartee. Besides
Rotary, his main interests were golf and cruising. Both
have ceased with the pandemic - his last round of golf,
at the age of ninety-nine, was a full eighteen holes!
And by the time the pandemic broke, Jim and his wife
Irene had already enjoyed well over a hundred cruises.
Jim replied to the toast with a stirring speech about his
days in Rotary. His Rotary experiences were too many
to recount, but he highlighted the international trips
with fellow members, to Germany and our contact club
there, to South Africa, to Philadelphia USA and to the
No 1 Club in Chicago. “Wherever we went we stayed
with Rotarians, at their homes.” he said. A mark of the
warm fellowship he continues to enjoy!
Only a few days after this birthday lunch, the Rotary
Club of Bexley celebrated the 90th Anniversary of
the granting of the Club’s Charter in 1932. The 90th
Charter Night was attended by The Worshipful The
Mayor of Bexley, Cllr James Hunt and The Mayoress,
Mrs Christine Hunt, Rotarian Rt Hon Sir David Evennett
MP and Lady Evennett, DG Chris Brenchley PHF and
his wife, Pat, Garth Vincer, Director of Bourne Road
Garage Ltd, and his wife, Shona, Hon Member Dr
Michael Brust, who is also a member of the contact
Rotary Club Hamburg-Harburg and ADG Nolene Harris.
Jim’s comment on the occasion: “I am older than
the Club”
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Remember, the more you order the cheaper the magazines become!
Call our print department on 01323 430303 for more details.
The deadline for articles in the May issue is Tuesday 19th April as well as advertising.
Disclaimer
While every care has been taken in the compilation of this
newsletter errors or omissions are not the responsibility of
the publishers or of the editorial staff.
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